
 

 

Southwestern Crown Collaborative Meeting Notes 

June 10, 2014 Holland Lake and Beaver Creek, Condon 

I. Introductions 

a. Attendees: Anne Dahl*, Mary Sketch, Megan Birzell*, Mitch Doherty*, Gary Burnett*, 

Greg Karow, John Bassman, Chip Weber*, Jon Haufler*, Tom Cook, Maria Mantas, 

Marnie Criley*, Keith Hammer, Arlene Montgomery, Cory Davis*, Tim Garcia, Tim Love*, 

Wayne Turnipseed (* denotes voting member) 

b. Introduction of Tim Garcia - new supervisor on Lolo NF 

II. Biomass Update (Angela Farr): Recent National Meeting of Coordinators from Forest 

Service,  

a. Biomass Assistance Program reauthorized and designed for new Farm Bill, previously 

the program was pretty broadly defined and thus very controversial, recent alteration of 

subsidy program- the subsidy now only applies for much more narrowed biomass 

definition 

b. New cross-laminated timber facility, SmartLam, in Columbia Falls 

c. Two important organizations: Wood Works/ Rethink Wood 

III. Restoration Updates 

a. Lincoln restoration Committee has signed on as an objector to the Blackfoot Travel Plan 

b. Lolo Restoration: SWCC joint field trip next month at Center Horse (10AM July 8 at 

Monture ranger station, w/ BBQ afterwards) 

c. Swan Forest Stewardship Meeting: update on local projects 

IV. LSAM update: Large Scale Adaptive Management Project 

a. John Bassman (interim planning leader) 

b. Approved by Regional Office a few months ago (Regional Office initiative, not Flathead-

centric) 

c. New name: Three Rivers Restoration Initiative (ThRRI) 

d. Function: Identify restoration needs across the landscape, including fuels treatment in 

WUI, focus on biodiversity (Biodiversity Action Plan) 

e. Project is just starting and will take approximately 5 years to complete 

f. Very large landscape scale requiring very innovative approaches 

g. John is developing a newsletter to update everyone 

h. Please send input to John regarding plan 

i. EIS intended to be integrated with watershed management 

j. Question: How is Biodiversity Conservation being defined? 

i. First focus on original ecosystem diversity pre human settlement and use this as 

reference condition (a starting point to build from). Future climate conditions 

will also need to be accounted for. 

k. Minimal staffing right now: John and Rich as main contacts. 

V. GAO visit 

a. Held in Lincoln, Sandy can give update at next meeting 

VI. Grant Proposal to Wildlife Conservation Society (Doris Duke funding) 

a. Two pronged approach across landscape: reducing sediment in headwaters on Forest 

Service land and leveraging drought and stream improvements on private land 



 

 

b. FRIDAY DEADLINE- would be good to have letter of support from committee (need ~11 

voting members) 

i. Gary will send out a draft letter and have people vote via email. 

VII. Task Division 

a. Cory passed around a document laying out coordinating tasks for SWCC, it includes 6 

meeting dates annually, who is responsible for things such as agendas, notes, and 

webpage, and dates for monitoring committee meetings 

b. NOTES- trying to get posted week after notes approved (quicker turn around) 

i. Can be approved  via email 

ii. Generally Nat will be taking notes 

iii. Chairs will have role in circulating notes, meetings, etc. 

c. Anne will circulate document to committee for feedback. 

VIII. Outreach 

a. Co-chairs: select one organization to reach out to every other month to invite to 

meeting, etc. 

b.  Others can also invite individuals/organizations as opportunities arise. 

IX. List of Reports and Research in SW Crown 

a. Cory put together a list of all reports, publications, presentations, and grants associated 

with the Monitoring Committee to put on website 

i. Cory will circulate this, and it will be continually updated so send new materials 

to him 

b. How do we want to define SWCC support on this list? 

i. * for monetary support, ** for support letter 

Field Trip Notes (Beaver Creek) 

I. New attendees: Mark Ruby, Sarah Canepa, Brad Gillespie, Andy Reed, Justin Kaber 

II. Stop 1: Adjacent to wetland 

a. Light grass understory 

b. Objective: to get fire back on landscape before you have a whole lot of ladder fuels 

c. Currently prescribed fire proposed for area 

III. Stop 2: Old growth stand in WUI 

a. Currently no proposed treatment, stand meets definition of old growth under Green et 

al. 

b. Potential treatment could be to remove some of the smaller understory trees to protect 

large legacy trees that survived previous fire event (fuels reduction) 

c. Would try to keep fire from entering with high intensity 

d. How does this goal mesh with wildlife focused protection? (e.g. lynx) 

i. Mark Ruby: we don’t currently have the tree density here for lynx, it could in 40-

50 years if we let this grow to climax, could become lynx corridor 

e. How much of this age and forest type is in project area? How are desired conditions set 

for the project area? At what scale? 

f. How do we think beyond boundary of Beaver Creek Watershed? 

g. If adjacent areas are treated would fuels still be a concern at this site? 

h. What is a natural level of root rot and other diseases in this type of forest? 



 

 

i. Good area for experimental design? Could thin part and keep remaining as is. 

IV. Stop 3: Section 25, multiple younger age stands 

a. Dense younger lodgepole stand with branches to the ground: prime winter lynx habitat 

(Mark Ruby) 

b. Density changes significantly as you go up the road 

c. Fire treatment vs lynx habitat: How do we balance trade-offs? Can we try leaving clumps 

within a pre-commercial thin? This has been shown to maintain snowshoe hare 

presence, though at lower densities. 

i. Wildlife: limiting factor isn’t summer habitat for lynx, but lynx winter habitat 

d. Section 24- unique Forest Service Conservation Easement on this land 

e. Future Beaver Creek field trip closer to Lindbergh Lake to discuss landowner concerns 

(section line b/w sections 23 and 26)? 

i. Stand right along lake is where highest chance of fire so need to discuss private 

property here 

f. USEFUL PUBLIC INPUT: Sarah- at this point we aren’t looking for a thumbs up or thumbs 

down, but specifically what you want to see, what your concerns are, and what specific 

issues are.  

V. Stop 4: Riparian zone on bench above creek 

a. Not currently proposed for treatment 

b. Presence of big legacy trees in riparian buffers, at risk from fire 

c. Riparian corridors used by many wildlife species for movement. 

d. Help protect legacy trees and keep variation on landscape 

e. How many legacy trees per acre is worth saving? One answer: all legacy trees-there isn’t 

much left in the valley. 

f. Wouldn’t want to over-thin the area 

g. Forest Service- we want to manage in the middle and let nature provide extremes to 

meet a multitude of needs 

VI. Where from here? 

a. More opportunity for interaction to come with this project, but the time is running 

short. 

b. Non-Forest Service partners to meet about providing written comments about project. 

Contact Cory or Anne if interested in taking part. 

c. Deadline for comments?? 

 


